
BOOK CLUB-in-a-bag titles available for loan.    

(6 copies of each title)

AUTHORS TITLES WE RECOMMEND:

Adichie, Chimamanda Half of a Yellow Sun In 1960s Nigeria, a country blighted by civil war, three lives intersect.

Adiga, Aravind The White Tiger Balram strives to better himself ina world of slums and murder, the Tiger escaping his cage.

Ahern, Cecelia Where Rainbows End A bittersweet tale of childhood friends Alex and Rosie.

Albom, Mitch The Five People You Meet in Heaven Eddie dies & goes to Heaven. He meets 5 people who impacted on his life

Allende, Isabel Daughter of Fortune You'll find it hard not to be beguiled by the charm and ingenuity of Allende's storytelling.

Anonymous A Woman in Berlin True story of a German woman trapped in Berlin as the Russian army takes the city

Archer, Jeffrey First Among Equals 4 MP's, the race for power, the stakes are high for the ultimate prize, the office of prime minister. 

Archer, Jeffrey Not a Penny More, Not a Penny Less A plot-twisting classic from one of the world's biggest authors

Ardiff, Karen The Secret of My Face Intriguing story and compelling right to the end.

Atkinson, Kate Case Histories Brodie attempts to unravel 3 case histories and begins to realise that everything is connected...

Austen, Jane Pride and Prejudice Some books just go beyond description. You HAVE TO read this at least once…..

Austen, Jane Emma Jane Austen's masterpiece

Auster, Paul Invisible Three different narrators and four interlocking parts.....spanning from 1967 to 2007

Backman, F A Man Called Ove Meet Ove, the kind of man who points at people he dislikes as if they were burglars caught red-handed 

Banks, Russell The Darling Liberia 1970's to 1990's. War, ideology poverty and family.

Banville, John The Sea Wonderfully descriptive prose.

Barbery, Muriel       The Elegance of the Hedgehog Compelling story with 2 heroines. Renee a 54 year old concierge & Saloma a 12 year old suicidal teen. Brilliant!

Barclay, Linwood No Time for Goodbye All the members of Cynthia's family have been murdered except her......

Barker, Nicola Five Miles From Outer Hope Darkly comic….weird, furtive and slightly rude this book deals with teenage angst.

Barnes, Julien The Sense of an Ending Tony is retired.Memory, is imperfect. It can always throw up surprises, as a lawyer's letter is about to prove

Barry, Sebastian The Secret Scripture You must read this book.  Barry at his best.

Barry, Sebastian Annie Dunne A story of innocence, loss and reconciliation 

Barry, Sebastian On Canaan's Side Lily Bere forced to flee Dublin during WW1 looks back on her life and where it has taken her.

Bauby, Jean-Dominique The Diving Bell and the Butterfly Extrardinary memoirs of a man who cannot speak or move a muscle. 

Beauman, Sally Rebecca`s Tale Family friend Colonel Julyan receives an anonymous parcel containing a notebook and two pictures.

Beckett, Bernard August Trapped in a crashed car overnight a young couple stare death or life in the face. A compelling read.

Bennett, Alan The Uncommon Reader Walking her corgis one night the Queen discovers the mobile library….lifechanging for her

Bennett, Ronan Havoc in it`s Third Year A modern parable in historic disguise.

Bernieres, louis de Captain Corelli`s Mandolin When the Axis powers reach a Greek island, a young Italian captain is billeted in the doctor's house.

Binchy, Maeve Minding Frankie In families, relationships aren't always what they seem, but a child can brign them together

Binchy, Maeve Dublin 4 A vintage collection of short stories set in the heart of Dublin.

Binchy, Maeve Cooper Beech A copper beech, its bark scarred with the names and dreams of the pupils who grew up under its branches.

Blundy, Anna The Oligarch's Wife Pavel's life begins in poverty and violence, but he becomes one of the richest post-Glasnost oligarchs.

Boyce, Niamh The Herbalist 1930-`s rural Ireland. The women of the town fall for the exotic herbalist. Good story



Boylan, Clare Beloved Stranger Part thriller, love story, macabre comedy,  an analysis of marriage at the end of the millennium

Boylan, Clare Black Baby A touching story of companionship from one of the unsung heroes of Irish writing.

Boyne, John Mutiny on the Bounty In this version of events, Captain Bligh is the hero, a kind-hearted  man who is proud of his record of fairness

Brockmole, Jessica Letters From Skye Told in letters and spanning two world wars.

Brookner, Anita Strangers A reflection on life, work, friendships and the many fears & regrets for a retireee who lives alone in London 

Brooks, Geraldine Caleb's Crossing Set in 17th century Martha's Vineyard, a tale of one of Harvard University's first graduates

Buchan, John The Thirty-Nine Steps Classic thriller for teens & adults. Intrigue, murder and treachery.

Burke, James Lee Purple Cane Road The thrilling story of a man trying to bring to justice the cops who killed his mother.

Byatt, AS Possession An exhilarating novel of wit and romance, at once a literary detective novel and a triumphant love story

Callanan, Liam All Saints One of the most distinctive and enjoyable character-driven novels in recent memory

Carey, Peter True history of the Kelly Gang Ned Kelly tells his story in his own words.

Carson, Paul Betrayal A pacy thriller set in europe`s most dangerous jail in Dublin….

Cave, Patrick Sharp North A pacy, futuristic thriller, a great read for adults and teenagers.

Chamberlain, Diane Lost Daughter An unsolved murder, a missing child, a lifetime of deception .....

Chang, Jung Wild Swans Vivid accounts of three generations of a Chinese family.

Chevalier, Tracy Burning Bright 18th century London,tales of a family who move to London and end up living beside William Blake.

Chevalier, Tracy Girl with a Pearl Earring Beautifully written, moving, absorbing, a real treat.

Clarke, Susanna Jonathan Strange & Mr Norrell Elegant, witty and utterly compelling,will hold the reader in thrall until the last page.

Coben, Harlan No Second Chance Very few writers induce in their readers the kind of trancelike state, punctuated by frequent `wows`.

Coetzee, JM Disgrace Post-apartheid South Africa is the backdrop.

Coleman, Rowan The Memory Book A critically acclaimed and beautiful novel of mothers and daughters

Collins, Wilkie The Moonstone Another classic. Intricate tale of mystery where not everyone is as they first appear.

Conlon-McKenna, Marita The Hat Shop on the Corner Feel good read. Millinery business in Dublin and the stories the customers have to tell. 

Connelly, Michael The Poet A thriller to keep you on the edge from start to finish.

Cooke, Bill The Bishop's Peach & Other Stories Short story collection of memories from a member of the Thurles writing group 

Cornwell, Patricia Portrait of a Killer Jack the Ripper's identity is revealed by Patricia Cornwell Costello, Mary The China Factory

Cox, Josephine Beachcomber In the summer of 1952, two lonely people arrive in the pretty seaside hamlet of West Bay.

Cox, Josephine Rainbow Days I'd have to lose my life before I'd lose you', vowed Silas made to Cathleen on the day he asks her to marry him

Crace, Jim The Devil's Larder delightful collection of 64 stories revolving around the intense emotional connections we feel for food and drink.

Crowley, Elaine A Family Cursed A woman who's family are evicted by their landlord puts a curse on his family. Can the curse be broken? 

Cunningham, Michael The Hours and  Mrs Dalloway by Woolf 3 Characters all linked by Virginia Woolf`s novel, Mrs Dalloway. (12 titles in this kit)

Davies, Peter Ho The Welsh Girl A wartime love story set in the Welsh countryside at the end of WW2 

Deaver, Jeffrey Broken Window This is a novel that will chill your blood on the warmest day. Keep looking over your shoulder...'

Delaney, Frank Tipperary:a novel A novel of love, obsession and family in the 1860`s. Parnell, Yeats and Shaw appear in this story also.

Delaney, Frank Telling the Pictures Belfast 1942, a young girl meets a silver tongued Romeo.

Devlin, Denyse Catalpa Tree 33-year-old writer, Oliver, becomes the guardian of his best friend's daughter, after the friend's sudden death

Dexter, Colin Remorseful Day The final Inspector Morse novel….

Dexter, Colin Secret of Annexe 3 A murder at a New Year celebration, the corpse still in fancy dress and none of the guests used their own name

Diamant, Anita The Red Tent The Red Tent is the place where women gathered during their cycles of birthing, menses and even illness 



Donnelly, Jennifer A Gathering Light An excellent adult and teen read. Very enjoyable. 

Donoghue, Emma Room The amazing story of a little boy and his mother imprisoned in a Room. A brilliant read.

Downham, Jenny Before I Die A thought provoking exploration of the nature of life by a 16 year old girl dying of leukaemia. 

Doyle, Roddy Paula Spencer The life of a recovering alcoholic. You`ll laugh & cry with Paula.

Doyle, Roddy The Snapper Great comic writing that has you laughing but you're always aware you could be crying. 

Doyle, Roddy Woman Who Walked Into Doors Heart-rending story of a woman struggling after a violent  marriage and a worsening drink problem

Duffaud, Briege Wreath Upon the Dead A deeply deceptive, not so conventional family saga-cum-historical novel. 

Dunlop, Anne Dolly Holiday The beguiling sequel to the Derryrose saga.

Dunne, Lee Dancers of Fortune A look at the lives of people from all walks of life in early 20th Ireland 

Eco, Umberto Foucault's Pendulum 3 book editors start what they see as an amusing game but as the deaths start mounting they think differently..

Eddy, Paul Flint Fearless under-cover Flint is almost killed by a ruthless criminal and vows revenge at any cost.

Edwards, Kim The Memory Keeper`s Daughter A stunning family drama about a child taken at birth and the deception that ruins her family  

Eliot, George Mill on the Floss A powerful and dramatic tragedy about the struggle between head and heart

Ellis, Brett Easton American Psycho Controversial when it was first published, this 1980's thriller is now a true modern classic

Elton, Ben High Society A hilarious, heart breaking and terrifying journey through the world of drugs

Enright, Anne The Gathering Booker Prize winner. The Hegarty family gather for a funeral and many secrets are discovered.

Eugenides, Jeffrey Middlesex Unputdownable, great storyline.

Evanovich, Janet Seven Up A female bounty hunter on a not so simple case gets more than what she bargained for...

Evans, Nicholas The Loop While trying to save a pack of wolves Helen Ross falls for the young son of the man who wants to destroy them

Faulks, Sebastian Engleby Loner Engleby tells his story & many events unfold in the readers own mind....worth reading

Favorite, Eileen The Heroines The tragic heroines we all know from novels as you have never seen them…..

Feldman, Ellen Scotsboro A book club favourite about a group of hobo-ing boys in pre-Civil Rights Alabama 

Fielding, Helen Bridget Jones's Diary A year in the life of a single girl n an optimistic but doomed quest for self-improvement.

Fitch, Janet White Oleander Hardhitting but compelling reading.

Fitzgerald, F Scott The Great Gatsby A must read classic. 1920`s upper middle class American life. Great read.

Fletcher, Susan Eve Green Great images of rural Wales.

Flynn, Gillian Gone Girl The addictive No.1 bestseller that everyone is talking about.....

Ford, Jamie Hotel on the Corner of Bitter and Sweet Forbidden friendship, racism and love - entertaining read

Fowler, Karen Jay The Jane Austen Book Club A comedy of contemporary manners, a novel Jane Austen might have written had she lived in 21st C California.

Franzen, Jonathan Freedom The story of a US family at the end of the 20th century 

Frayn, Michael Headlong A long lost Breugel painting - will a fortune be made?

Frayn, Michael Spies A tale of intrigue and spying

Fusco, John Paradise Salvage The debut novel of a gifted storyteller

Gaarder, Jostein Sophie`s World A novel about the history of philosophy for the lay person.

Gale, Patrick Notes from an Exhibition. Great read. You will want to read all Gale`s titles after reading this gem.

Gale, Patrick A Perfectly Good Man Brilliant read. Tipperary Reads book for 2012

Galloway, Janice Foreign Parts Pals holidaying together test the limits of their years long freindship 

Galloway, Steven Ascension Another wonderful story from the writer of the Cellist of Sarajevo

Gardner, Nuala All Because of Henry The struggle and triumph of a family with 2 autistic children and their assistance dogs



Gebler, Carlo         A Good Day for a Dog A searing, ruthlessly exact account of crime and punishment. 

Genova, Lisa Still Alice Story of early onset Alzheimers and the woman who battles to control it

Gibbons, Kaye The Life All Around Me By Ellen Foster You will really care about Ellen after reading this book.

Glendenning, Victoria Electricity: a novel A very interesting look at Victorian times for young women 

Golden, Arthur Memoirs of a Geisha The geisha's story uncovers a hidden world of eroticism and enchantment, exploitation and degradation.

Greene, Niamh Confessions of a Demented Housewife Hilarious diary form…. Life today ……

Gregson, Julia Jasmine Nights A young singer entertains the troops in WW2 Africa 

Grisham, John The Street Lawyer A young lawyer questions his chosen career after the man who kidnaps him is killed by police. 

Grisham, John The Testament A billionaire, a litigator straight from rehab and a woman who works with primitive tribes in Brazil.

Grisham, John Runaway Jury When justice is for sale, every jury has a price. Is the jury somehow being manipulated?

Gruen, Sara Water for Elephants A travelling circus during the Depression sets the scene for this wonderful love story

Guo, Xiaolu 20 Fragments of a Ravenous Youth A Chinese teenager runs away to become an actress. Coming of age story of her struggles. 

Guo, Xiaolu Concise Chinese-English Dictionary for Lovers The story of a Chinese girl who goes to London to learn English and finds love. 

Haddon, Mark Curious Incident of the Dog in the night Beautifully written, detailed & true descriptions. You have to read it….

Hamilton, Jane When Madeline Was Young A story in which tragedy is balanced brilliantly against the consolations & pleasures of ordinary life.

Hannah, Sophie Kind of Cruel Gritty thriller about a woman arrested for the murder of someone she thinks she's never met

Harding, Michael Staring at Lakes A witty and touching memoir of living with anxiety 

Harris, Joanne Chocolat French chocolate, good or bad?? Good read

Harris, Joanne Coastliners French village life. Harris uses wonderfullly a descriptive narrative

Harrison, Noelle Beatrice A haunting story of love, absence and the secrets at the heart of a family

Hawkins, Paula Girl on the Train Bestselling thriller to keep you guessing 

Hemingway, Ernest The Old Man and the Sea There is no doubt about it, this piece is true classic literature. You MUST read this book at least once....

Hendricks, Judi Bread Alone Great characters, good story about life after divorce.

Hepworth, Sue Plotting for Beginners Charming, intelligent and side-splittingly funny.

Hickey, C. Dwyer Tatty Depiction of a troubled Dublin family told by a young girl. You will laugh & cry. One sitting read!

Hill, Melissa All Because of You A warm, witty and compelling new novel from the Irish best-selling author

Hill, Melissa Never Say Never Sometimes hopes and dreams don't go according to plan - sometimes, real life gets in the way.

Hill, Melissa The Last To Know Sometimes the truth is stranger than fiction…….

Hill, Melissa Wishful Thinking 3 women with 3 very different lives on a train to Dublin. Each of them is looking for something out of reach.

Hislop, Victoria The Island The debut novel of travel writer Hislop begins with 25 year old Alexis leaving Britain for Crete. 

Hoag, Tami Dead Sky It was a crime so brutal it changed the lives of even the most hardened homicide cops.

Hooper, Chloe A Child's Book of True Crime This is a story guaranteed to stay with you long after you've closed the covers

Hornby, Nick About a Boy Is it an accurate desription of life for the 30 something male?

Hosseini, Khaled The Kite Runner. Two boys in Afghanistan in 1975 and an event that shatters both their lives...

Hosseini, Khaled A Thousand Splendid Suns Brilliant story of 2 extraordinary Afghaani women who are thrown together in unusual circumstances.

Hyland, MJ Carry Me Down A spare, piercing testimony to the bewilderment and resiliency of youth

Ibbotson, Eva Journey to the River sea  great read about a journey down the Amazon River. Worth reading.

Ishiguro, Kazuo Never Let Me Go. A story of love, friendship and memory that is charged throughout with the sense of the fragility of life 

Ishiguro, Kazuo The Remains of the Day The big house and the butler`s stories.



Ishiguro, Kazuo When We Were Orphans A celebratd detective is haunted by one unsolved mystery, that of the fate of his own parents

James, Henry The Europeans Some say an American Jane Austen………but with a twist at the end.

James, Henry Washington Square A close look at middle class life in New York in 1840`s, a time of great changes in the city.

James, PD The Lighthouse. Crime fiction at its best. A gripping read.

Jordan, Neil Sunrise with Sea Monster An Irishman awaiting execution during the Spanish Civil War reflects on his past. 

Kelly, Cathy Just Between Us  Four Miller sisters find out if they're strong enough to deal with hidden secrets.

Kent, Kathleen The Heretic`s Daughter The witch trials in Salem, Massachusetts in the seventeenth century and is told through the voice of a child.

Kerr, Philip The Shot A brilliant pseudo-historical what-if ride through the cultural, political, and social landscape of the 1960s.

Keyes, Marian Sushi For Beginners Hipster singles in Dublin live, play and bemoan their romantic and professional fates. 

Khoury, Raymond The Last Templar The robbery of an ancient artefact is linked to a centuries old mystery which 2 FBI agents must now solve.

Kidd, Sue Monk The Mermaid Chair Relationships in all their glory…..

Kidder, Tracy Mountains Beyond Mountains The story traces the life of noted physician and anthropologist Paul Farmer.

Kingsolver, Barbara The Lacuna A gripping story of identity, loyalty and the devastating power of accusations to destroy innocent people.

Klavan, Andrew True Crime The final moments leading up to a prisoners appointment with his executioner

Klima, Ivan No Saints or Angels Set in Prague spanning 3 generations from post WW2 to post- Communism 

Koch, Herman The Dinner 2 families share a meal and attempt to decide the fate of two of their sons. Dark and thrilling bestseller.

Kostova, Elizabeth The Swan Thieves A story of obsession, history's losses, and the power of art to preserve hope.

Kundera, Milan The Unbearable Lightness of Being A love triangle by one of the best novelists around. 

Lansens, Lori The Girls. Joined at the head, the Girls attempt to lead an ordinary life, but can't help being extraordinary

Larsson, Steig Girl Who Played with Fire The second volume of Stieg Larsson's magnificent Millennium Trilogy

Larsson, Steig Girl Who Kicked the Hornet's Nest Third book in trilogy which the late author delivered to his publisher just before his death.

Larsson, Steig Girl With the Dragon Tattoo A disgraced journalist and a computer hacker are hired to investigate a 40 year old murder......

Lawson, Mary Road Ends Beautifully written story with many twists and turns

Leonard, Hugh A Wild People A sharp and funny portrayal of life in Dublin

Lewycka, Marina A Short History of Tractors in Ukranian A great read, don`t judge this book by its title…

Lupton, Rosamund Sister Brilliant thriller. First book by Lupton .....

McCabe, Kate The Book Club A way to pass the long winter nights….. But the winter nights soon begin to heat up….

McCarthy, Pete McCarthy`s Bar Very, very funny journey of discovery around Ireland.

McCarthy, Tom C A technology innovator at the start of the 20thC whose adentures lead him even to the tombe of ancient Egypt

McCormick, Patricia Sold:can she ever be free Lakshmi is sold for 10, 000rupees but she risks everything to reclaim her life. Great read.

McDonald, J F Tribe A year in the life of a semi-domesticated gypsy.

McEwan, Ian On Chesil Beach Beautifully written novella...couple on their wedding night & the effect of their repressed fears.

McEwan, Ian Atonement Brilliant read with love & war, childhood & class, guilt & forgiveness.....

McEwan. Ian Amsterdam 2 old friends, pay their last respects to a former lover & make a pact with unforeseen consequences

McGahern, John That They May Face the Rising Sun Beautifully written. Detailed & true descriptions.

McGahern, John Amongst Women A modern Irish classic

McInerney, Monica Lola`s Secret Lovely sense of Australia. Good fun and interesting look at family, love  and place

McInerney, Monica At Home with the Templetons Great family saga. This English family cause quite a stir in a small Australian town.

McLynn, Pauline Something for the Weekend First novel from Mrs Doyle (Fr. Ted..). Comic detective tory. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Farmer


McMahon, Katherine The Rose of Sebastopol Beautifully written story of love and war, the Crimean War. Good read

McNamee, Eoin The Blue Tango Based on the true story of the murder of a 19 year old girl in Northern ireland, daughter of a judge.

McPartlin, Anna Pack Up The Moon Heartfelt story of Emma, her family & her friends. You will laugh out loud and cry at some scenes.

Magrs, Paul Exchange 16 Year old Simon & his gran discover the Great Big Book Exchange.

Mah, Adeline Yen Falling Leaves The complexities of Chinese society and family life. 

Mankell, Henning Eye of the Leopard a first rate and original psychological thriller delving deep into the mind of a man lost in an unknown world.

Martel, Yann Life of Pi An Indian boy & a tiger adrift on a lifeboat in the Pacific Ocean.

Maurier, Daphne du Rebecca A classic, classic. The most vivid character in the book is actually dead. How? Why?

Meek, James The People`s Act of Love Siberia, 1919. Meek explores human nature. An extraordinary read based in fact.

Miller, Alex Lovesong A love story journey to Paris, Melbourne and Tunisia

Mills, Mark The Savage Garden Cleverly interwoven narrative with great descriptions of Tuscany. Engaging read

Min, Anchee Empress Orchid The story of 19th century China's crumbling empire told by the country's much hated final Empress.

Mitar, Hisham In the Country of Men Well worth reading. A powerful and poignant story.

Mitchell, David Cloud Atlas 6 Different stories are tied together.

Mitchell, David The Thousand Autumns of Jacob de Zoet Set in Japan in 18th century....bombardment of Dejima and what happened to the people there. 

Moore, Brian Lies of Silence A man with an IRA bomb and a moral decision to make

Moore, Brian The Magician`s Wife The court of Emperor Napoleon, plans to subdue the Arabs in French north Afirca set the scene for this novel

Morrall, Clare Natrual Flights of the Human Mind The story of two misfits who form an unusual relationship under ordinary circumstances. 

Morton, Kate The Forgotten Garden A forgotten house and the century old disappearance of a child.

Moyes, Jojo Ship of Brides 635 Australian brides on their way to UK and new lives. 

Murphy, Dervla Full Tilt:from Dublin to Delhi Murphy`s descriptions make you want to visit these remote places.

Murphy, Yannick Signed Mata Hari Mata Hari tells the story of her life to those who visit her in prison. 

Nafisi, Azar Reading Lolita in Tehran Azar defied and helped others to defy radical Islam`s war against women.

Nesbo, Jo The Redeemer An assassin shot the wrong man, the police have no weapon, no motive and no suspect 

Nesbo, Jo The Snowman A missing mother, the house is empty but outside her favourite scarf - wrapped around the neck of a snowman.

Neville, Stuart Ratlines An investigation into the murder of Nazi collaborators who claimed asylum in Ireland after the 2nd World War. 

Nicholls, David One Day Twenty years, two people, ONE DAY. From the author of the massive bestseller STARTER FOR TEN.

O'Brien, Edna In The Forest Based on actual events this 'true crime' novel makes for sombre and uncomfortable reading. 

O'Brien, Tim The Things They Carried An unparalleled Vietnam testament and a classic of American literature

O`Connor, Joseph Ghost Light The story of the mismatched love affair between playwright JM Synge and an actress Molly Allgood 

O'Faolain, Nuala Are You Somebody? Moving and fascinating portrait of both Ireland & one of its most popular and respected journalists.

Oates, Joyce Carol A Fair Maiden An unsettling ambiguous tale of desire and control

Oates, Joyce Carol The Female of the Species Tales of mystery and suspense.

Obama, Barack Dreams From My Father First memoir from the former US presidentO`Brien, Tim The Things They Carried 1941. After a German raid, a tiger escapes from a zoo and wanders the ruined streets of a Balkan village 

Ondaatje, Michael Anil`s Ghost The lives of people affected indirectly by civil war in Sri Lanka. 

Ondaatje, Michael The English Patient Engrossing read and much better than the film.

Owens, Sharon The Ballroom on Magnolia Street A ballroom for devoted romantics who still believe in impossible dreams 

Pamuk, Okhan The Museum of Innocence. Romeo and Juliet  from Instanbul. Conflicting traditional & western ideas cause a crisis of identity of the two.

Parsons, Julie The Hourglass Gripping story of love & revenge set in Ireland with lots oftwists & turns with an interesting ending.



Parsons, Julie Mary, Mary The characters & storyline will hold your interest. A few surprises….

Pascarl, Jacqueline Once I was a Princess The true horror story of a 17 year old Australian girl who becomes a Malaysian princess. 

Patchett, A Run Full of suspense, exciting and unpredictable, this is a novel that keeps you guessing until the end.A terrorist group holds international celebrities hostage at a party but their intended target is home watching TV

Patterson, James Swimsuit A serial killer, a missing model - a classic thriller from the king of thrillers.

Pears, Tim Blenheim Orchard An off-beat look at a middle class English family who are falling apart. 

Penney, Stef Tenderness of Wolves Canada 1867, a murder & a disappearance in a remote, unforgiving community. Costa Award Winner. 

Petterson, Per      Out Stealing Horses Set in the easternmost region of Norway, Out Stealing Horses begins with an ending.

Picoult, Jodi My Sister`s Keeper Anna was born to help save her sister's life but now she is suing her parents for the right to control her body 

Proulx, E Annie The Shipping News Cold Newfoundland & a set of interesting characters.

Rakha, N The Crying Tree The emotional fallout from the murder of a young boy 18 years ago is the subject of this perceptive debut

Rankin, Ian The Falls Another case for tough detective DI John Rebus, as a well-to-do student is brutally murdered. 

Robinson, Marilynne Gilead Writing a memoir for a young son…….

Rodgers, Kathy When the Light Fades. A shocking newspaper story turns the life of a married couple upside down 

Roffey, Monique White Woman on a Green Bicycle Heart-rending & thought provoking, you will never again view the Caribbean as just another holiday destination 

Rosenheim, Andrew Keeping Secrets How does an American man with a past view English society?

Rubenfeld, Jed The Interpretation of Murder Human monsters stalk the teeming streets of early 20th century New York City. 

Ryan, Donal The Thing About December The story of a lonely man trying to make sense of a world moving faster than he can cope with.

Ryan, James Home From England The story of a young man faced with the prospect of emigration 

Ryan, Mary Hope The Hope Diamond & there`s a local connection

Satrapi, Marjane Persepolis Graphic Novel. Told through the eyes of a child, set during the Iran/Iraq War. Lasting  impression….

Schlink, Bernhard The Reader The story of a relationship between a teenager and an older woman with a hidden, terrifying past.

Schónhaus, Cioma The Forger This terrific memoir tells the story of resistance and ingenuity in Berlin during World War 2.

Sebold, Alice Lovely Bones Watching from heaven, Susie sees her happy, suburban family devastated by her death.

See, Lisa Snow Flower & Secret Fan 19th century rural China. Worth reading.

Seierstad, Asne The Bookseller of Kabul Great read. The story of an Afghani family and the lives of women.

Shaffer, Mary Ann Guernsey Literary & Potato Peel Society Great read with feel good factor. Remarkable stories of Guernsey during German occupation. 

Shreve, Anita The Pilot`s Wife Catherine sets out to discover who her dead husband really was?

Shreve, Anita Wedding in December Interlinking lives & stories. Worth reading.

Shreve, Anita Testimony Anita Shreve's 14th novel explores important issues to do with privacy and teen behaviour.

Sijie, Dai Balzac and the Chinese Seamstress A story about the wonder of reading and romantic awakening in China during the Cultural Revolution

Simonson, Helen Major Pettigrew's Last Stand A love story about an elderly man and a woman who are brought together by loneliness and a love of literature 

Smith, Dodie I Capture the Castle Must read. A timeless, witty and enchanting novel about growing up. 

Sparks, Nicholas The Notebook A story of memory, love and passion

Stein, Garth The Art of Racing in the Rain A look at the wonders and absudities of life,  as a dog would tell it

Stockett, K The Help The phenomenal international bestseller that inspired the Oscar nominated film

Swarup, Vikas Q and A The story of young Indian waiter who is accused of cheating after winning a quiz show

Tan, Amy The Bonesetter`s Daughter Mesmerising story of a mother & daughter discovering what they share through history & heredity is priceless

Taylor, Alice To School Through the Fields Growing up in rural Ireland - now a classic 

Toibin, Colm The Blackwater Lightship A stirring story of love, loss and the distance between three generations of one family 



Toibin, Colm Brooklyn A quick read that takes you through all the emotions.

Toibin, Colm The Master Fictionalised biography of Henry James. Interesting and different.

Toltz, Steve A Fraction of the Whole Booker prize nominated debut novel, a deeply moving family story. 

Torday, Paul         Salmon Fishing in the Yemen A clever and entertaining novel about belief in the impossible.

Trevor, William The Story of Lucy Gault A gripping and well written engaging story.

Trigiani, Adriana Lucia, Lucia the story of a girl who risks everything for the belief that a woman could - and should - be able to have it all.

Tripp, Dawn C Moon Tide The story of three women around the time of the Great New England Hurricane of 1938.

Tsiolkas, Christas The Slap A man slaps a boy who is not his son. This act of violence reverberates through all who witnessed it 

Tyler, Anne Digging To America Multicultural America & everyday observations.

Vickers, Salley The Other Side of You Beautifully written book about human frailty.

Vreeland, Susan Girl in Hyacinth Blue This is a book of eight inter-related stories tracing the history of a Vermeer painting. 

Walters, Louise Mrs Sinclair`s Suitcase Roberta finds a  letter from her grandfather written after he supposedly died in the war

Waters, Sarah Fingersmith Victorian London, petty thieves, orphans - a great story and a must read.

Ward, Katie Girl Reading Seven portraits, seven artists, seven stories 

White, Gillian Unhallowed Ground Wonderfully descriptive mystery with twists.

Wiesel, Elie Night The NY Times said,`A slim volume of terrifying power`. A must read.

Winman, Sarah When God was a Rabbit The story of a flawed family and the unbreakable bond between brother and sister

Woolf, Virginia Mrs Dalloway  and The Hours 12 titles in this kit

Wolfe, Tom A Man in Full A hilarious and telling account of American life 

Worth, Jennifer Call the Midwife The life of a trainee in 1950's London,  first of a trilogy 

Zusak, Markus The Book Thief A great, great read. Resillience and lots of hope in this story.


